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Abstract

We examine the present status of technicolour (TC) models in the light of recent

improvements both in theory and experiment. First we present an updated model-

independent �t of high-energy precision electroweak data, and emphasize their

compatibility with the Standard Model. We then compare the model-independent

�t with a one-generation TC model with NTC = 2, degenerate techniquarks and

either a Dirac or a Majorana technineutrino, not necessarily degenerate with the

technielectron. The results are charted in a way which clearly shows how data

disfavour simple TC models, unless judicious combinations of additional e�ects

(induced by the dynamics and/or the spectrum) are allowed. Techniquark mass

splitting is shown to be fatal to the Dirac case. Even allowing for theoretical

uncertainties, a pattern of stringent constraints on TC models is seen to emerge.
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One of the key issues in electroweak physics now is the mechanismof symmetry

breaking and mass generation. Theoretically, one can distinguish two broad lines of

thought: one is that there is an elementary Higgs boson, accompanied presumably

by supersymmetric particles, and the other is that electroweak symmetry breaking

is dynamical in nature, due to the condensation in the vacuum of some strongly-

interacting fermions, in which case the Higgs boson is replaced by a composite state

(see Ref. [1] for a recent review of this approach). The condensing fermions might

either be heavy top quarks with strong Yukawa interactions, as in �tt condensate

models [2], or new fermions with extra strong gauge interactions, commonly known

as technicolour models (TC) [3].

Theoretical calculations in elementary Higgs models are in principle less am-

biguous than in models of dynamical symmetry breaking, precisely because the

latter are strongly-interacting and hence trickier to calculate reliably. Moreover,

technicolour models require extensions [4, 5] if they are to explain quark and lepton

masses, and there is no single preferred scenario for this such an extension, which

must moreover be crafted in such a way as to respect the important experimental

constraints on avour-changing neutral interactions [5, 6]. On the other hand, the

Higgs sector in the minimal Standard Model (SM) contains just one parameter,

which can be identi�ed with the Higgs mass, and reliable calculations are feasible

unless this parameter is large. Calculations in the Minimal Supersymmetric exten-

sion of the Standard Model (MSSM) depend on more parameters, but can again

be made reliably, because the parameters may always be treated in perturbation

theory.

Until the advent of precision electroweak data from LEP and elsewhere, there

was no real experimental clue favouring the elementary Higgs scenario over com-

posite models, or vice versa. However, it has become apparent that these data are

consistent with weakly-coupled elementary Higgs models such as the SM [7, 8, 9] or

the MSSM [8, 10], whilst disfavouring strongly-coupled dynamical models of elec-

troweak symmetry breaking [11]. The extent of this disfavour is di�cult to quantify,

because of the above-mentioned uncertainties in non-perturbative calculations and

variety of models. Moreover, the evolutionary pressure due to the electroweak data
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has caused technicolour modellers to re�ne and adapt their models and calcula-

tions (see e.g. [12, 13]), and there have been improvements in the phenomenological

parametrization of possible e�ects from beyond the SM. It therefore appears to us

opportune to re-examine now the extent to which technicolour models are compat-

ible with the precision electroweak data.

The general approach to confronting technicolour models with precision electro-

weak data that we follow is based on the so-called \model-independent" parametri-

zation of vacuum polarizations and vertex corrections. This is based on the ob-

servation that, after �xing the electroweak renormalization conditions, removing

purely QED+QCD corrections and making a low-momentum series expansion in

the vacuum polarization (oblique) diagrams, there are three independent oblique

parameters [14], named either S; T; U [15] or �1;2;3 [16], to be constrained by the

precision electroweak data at a scale Q =MZ . This observation has been extended

to include a non-oblique parameter describing Z ! �bb decay, called �b [17], which

we shall also include in our analysis. This framework has recently been further ex-

panded by the introduction of additional parameters V;W;X [18, 19] to describe the

lowest non-trivial order momentum dependence in the oblique diagrams. However,

these are currently of limited usefulness, as we shall discuss later.

It is well known that the magnitude of the technicolour radiative corrections

increases with the number of technicolours NTC and the number of techniavours

NTF (see [15] and references therein). We take the point of view that the minimal

possibility is a one-technigeneration model with NTC = 2, and use this as our

reference technicolour model. It contains a colour triplet of techniquarks (U; D) and

a doublet of technileptons (N; E). Na��vely, one could expect that MU �MD ' mt,

but this would produce a very large shift in the variable �1 (or T ) which is sensitive

to electroweak isospin splitting, and is not required theoretically. In this paper we

will generally assume the most favourable situation MU = MD, whilst commenting

on the implications of a splitting with MU > MD. There are two popular ways

of varying the technilepton sector: the technineutrino N may be either Dirac [15]

or Majorana [20], and there may be isospin splitting MN < ME. We study both

possibilities in this paper, and discuss what relationship between MN and ME is

least disfavoured by experiment.
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We �nd that all the above variations on the basic one-technigeneration model

are experimentally disfavoured, at least if na��ve calculations of the magnitudes of

technicolour radiative corrections are used. However, some suggestions have been

made to improve this situation, involving ad hoc e�ects from the bosonic spectrum

and/or from the dynamics of the theory, as in the walking [21] or strong [22] ex-

tensions of technicolour. As we will see later, a judicious combination of these

e�ects would be needed to bring the class of technicolour models that we study into

agreement with the precision electroweak data.

Before discussing the results in detail, we �rst review relevant elements of the

formalism that we use.

The starting point for the type of \model-independent" approach that we fol-

low here is a Born approximation in which all the one-loop QED e�ects are absorbed,

principally the running of � between the Thompson limit and a renormalization

scale Q =MZ : � = �(MZ) ' 1=128:87. The corresponding value of the electroweak

mixing angle to be used in estimating the one-loop radiative corrections is #0:

sin
2 #0 cos

2 #0 � s2
0
c2
0
=

��p
2GFM

2

Z

: (1)

Moreover, QCD corrections up toO(�3

s) are absorbed in the hadronic decay widths of

the Z boson. The genuine electroweak radiative corrections correspond to deviations

from this Born approximation, which are parametrized in the \model-independent"

approach by �b and �1;2;3 or (S; T; U) in the one-loop approximation.

In the minimal SM the radiative corrections are speci�ed by the assumed values

of mt and MH. Within a speci�c theoretical framework like the SM or the MSSM

it is possible to go beyond the one-loop level, and include a resummation of the

dominant higher-loop e�ects, which means that the model-independent approach

is not the most accurate way to analyze the parameters of the SM or the MSSM.

Moreover, it is not suited to incorporate low energy data (Q�MZ). However, the

�i-parametrization is perfectly adequate when maximum precision and information

are not required, as in the analysis of TC models.
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Reference values of mt and MH must be assumed in order to separate TC

contributions ��i from the SM parts of the one-loop radiative corrections to the

Born approximation: �i = �SMi (mt; MH)+��i. The relations between the de�nitions

of (S; T; U) and the ��i are then given by:

8>>>><
>>>>:

��1 = �1 � �SM
1

= �T

��2 = �2 � �SM
2

= ��U=4s2
0

��3 = �3 � �SM
3

= �S=4s2
0

: (2)

Data from CDF [23] and a more accurate SM analysis [8] of the precision electroweak

data indicate that mt ' 170 GeV, so we take this as our reference value of mt. The

SM requires 63 GeV �MH
<� 1000 GeV, with the precise SM analysis favouring a

value MH
<�MZ , so we take MH =MZ as our reference value.

As already mentioned above, an extension of the above parametrization to

include the lowest non-trivial orders in the momentum dependences of the relevant

vacuum polarizations has been proposed, with the motivation of treating extensions

of the SM that contain additional low-mass particles. Three new parameters V;W;X

are introduced [18, 19], involving shifts in the vector boson polarizations and their

derivatives at Q = 0; MZ. The parameter W appears in the decay width of the W

boson, but not in the precision electroweak observables studied here. Concerning X,

explicit calculations in ETC models [19, 24] �nd that this parameter is very small

in all scenarios, so it can also be neglected. The parameter V may become signi�-

cant for small technifermion masses [24] MN;E;U;D
<� MZ . However, we regard this

possibility as unlikely, at least to the extent that these masses can be rescaled from

constituent quark masses in QCD. We note, moreover, that even if this extended

parametrization allows the incorporation of low-energy data (Q ' 0) in addition to

the more precise high-energy data discussed below (Q 'MZ), a �t including up to

seven free parameters (�1; �2; �3; �b; V;W;X) would be only poorly constrained. We

therefore restrict our attention to the basic parameters �1; �2; �3 (or S; T; U) and �b,

assuming that V;X ' 0.
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The input data that we use in our �ts have been presented at the 1994 Glas-

gow International Conference on High Energy Physics. They include the com-

bined CDF+D0+UA2 measurements of MW [25], the LEP determinations of �Z ,

�0

h, �b=�h, �c=�h and Rh=�h=�e [26], and the combined LEP+SLD value of gV =gA

from peak asymmetries [26, 27]. In addition, we use the matrix of correlations be-

tween the LEP data provided by the LEP Electroweak Working Group, and assume

��1(MZ) = 128:87 � 0:12 [28] and �s(MZ) = 0:118 � 0:007 [29]. The errors in these

quantities are propagated and included with the experimental errors in calculating

the value of �2
. Our �t yields

10
3 �

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

�1 = 4:5 � 1:9

�2 = �5:1 � 5:2

�3 = 4:8 � 1:8

�b = 2:4 � 3:9

; (3)

with �2

min = 2:4 and a correlation matrix

�� =

0
BBBBBBBB@

1

0:26 1

0:86 0:15 1

�0:23 �0:07 �0:15 1

1
CCCCCCCCA

; (4)

and is displayed graphically in Fig. 1. In attempt to portray the salient aspects

of the �t in the four-dimensional space, we display all 6 projections of the ��2 �
�2 � �2

min = 1 ellipsoid de�ned by equations (3), (4) on the planes (�i; �j). These

projections are shown as solid-line ellipses in the di�erent planes, linked by dotted

lines that connect the appearances of the same variable �i.

Also shown in each planar projection is a star at the position of the Born

approximation. This clearly lies far outside the ��2
= 1 ellipsoid, and corresponds

in fact to ��2
= 10:6. We conclude that pure electroweak radiative corrections have

indeed been seen at the level of

q
��2

= 3:3 standard deviations
1
, although both �b

1Here and in the following we use the term \standard deviation" (�) in a broad sense, as

in Ref. [30]. It is understood that in a multiparametric analysis like ours, the con�dence level

associated to an iso-� contour depends on the number of free parameters involved [31].
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and (marginally) �2 are compatible with zero. Also shown in each planar projection

is the range of values of the �i calculated in the SM with 140 GeV � mt � 200 GeV

and 60 GeV �MH � 1000 GeV. We see that this overlaps well with the �t ellipsoid,

except in the projection on the �b axis. This reects the well-known fact that the

data do not correspond well to the value of �(Z ! �bb) expected in the SM for mt in

the above range. Within the SM, we �nd ��2
= 6:8 at the reference point, the value

of ��2
being slightly improved for somewhat lower values of (mt; MH). We conclude

that there is no signi�cant disagreement with the SM. However, we re-emphasize

that the best way to confront the SM with the precision electroweak data is to use

exactly all the available theoretical calculations, including those of higher loops,

and also to use all the world's available data, including those from lower energies
2
.

When this is done, one �nds an excellent �t to both low- and high-energy data and

con�dence regions in the (mt; MH) plane as in Ref. [8].

Before discussing the implications of our �ts for various technicolour models,

we �rst collect the theoretical formulae that we use for (S; T; U) and ��b = �b� �SMb .

As already mentioned, we discuss two scenarios, which have identical techniquark

sectors but either a Dirac or a Majorana technineutrino. In the case of Dirac (D)

technileptons (N; E), one-loop perturbative calculations [15] yield

SD =

NTC

6�
(1� Y ln r) ; (5)

TD =

NTC

16�s20c
2

0

M2

E

M2

Z

�
1 + r � 2

r

r � 1

ln r

�
; (6)

UD =

NTC

6�

"
�5r

2 � 22r + 5

3(r � 1)
2

+

r3 � 3r2 � 3r + 1

(r � 1)
3

ln r

#
: (7)

where r � M2

N=M
2

E and Y is the weak hypercharge of the (N; E) doublet. Similar

formulae apply to the techniquark doublet (U; D), with an extra factor of NC and

2If the Q dependence of the vacuum polarization derivatives in the range 0 <
� Q <

� MZ is

neglected, then low-energy data can be �i-parametrized. In this case the central �t value of �3
would be slightly lower.
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the appropriate value of Y . In the limit �M =ME �MN �ME, these formulae

reduce to the expressions

SD ' NTC

6�
; (8)

TD ' NTC

12�s2
0
c2
0

�M2

M2

Z

; (9)

UD ' 2NTC

15�

�M2

M2

E

: (10)

The expression for S is not expected to be applicable directly to the data, as it is

subject to signi�cant non-perturbative corrections. Spectral function techniques [15,

32] suggest that each (degenerate) doublet of Dirac technifermion contribute �SD '
0:1NTC, that is almost twice the perturbative estimate (8). Formally di�erent results

are obtained with chiral lagrangian techniques [33], although in the one-generation

model considered here the value of S is numerically at least twice as large as in (8).

An independent calculation [34] tends to con�rm the estimate 0:1NTC per doublet,

at least in models with dynamics rescaled from QCD. Therefore we assume, for the

values of S associated with (U; D) and (N; E) in the degenerate limitME =MN

Sdeg = 0:1(NC + 1)NTC = 0:8 ; (11)

whereas T and U vanish in this limit. For generic values of ME, MN we take

S = Sdeg +

�
SD �

NTC

6�

�
; (12)

thus matching Eq. (11) for ME =MN , and use the perturbative estimates of T and

U (T = TD and U = UD).

The above formulae are modi�ed if the technineutrino N is a Majorana (M)

particle [20], as would happen if there were a massive singlet right-handed tech-

nineutrino NR that mixed with N , via a typical 2 � 2 see-saw mass matrix with

o�-diagonal Dirac mixing term MD. If one assumes that MD =ME, one �nds the

following modi�cations of the equations (5){(7) above:
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SM =

NTC

6�

(
� r

(1 + r)2

"
8

3

+

3r � 4r2 + 3r3

(1 � r2)2
+ 2

r6 � 3r4 + 6r3 � 3r2 + 1

(1 � r2)3
ln r

#

+

1 � r

1 + r
ln r +

3

2

)
; (13)

TM =

NTC

16�s20c
2

0

M2

E

M2

Z

(
2 � 4r

r2 � 1

ln r +
4r

(r + 1)
2

"
1 � r2 + 1

4r
� r2 � r + 1

r2 � 1

ln r

#)
;(14)

UM =

NTC

6�

(
r

(r + 1)
2

"
8

3

+

3r3 � 4r2 + 3r

(r2 � 1)
2

� 2

r6 � 3r4 + 6r3 � 3r2 + 1

(r2 � 1)
3

ln r

#

+

r3 � 3r2 � 3r + 1

(r � 1)
3

ln r � 13

6

+

4r

(r � 1)
2

)
: (15)

In the limit of small mass splitting ME �MN �ME, these formulae become:

SM ' NTC

6�
; (16)

TM ' � NTC

12�s2
0
c2
0

�M2

M2

Z

; (17)

UM ' �2NTC

15�

�M2

M2

E

: (18)

Note that whilst the formula (16) for S is identical with the Dirac case (8), the

formulae for T and U change sign. This point is important, since it improves, in

particular, the prospects of agreement with the experimental value of �3, as we shall

see later. The above formulae are again subject to non-perturbative corrections. In

the case of S, one estimate [35] indicates that about 0:04NTC should be added to the

perturbative technilepton contribution SM , as well as the previous 0:1NCNTC = 0:6

from the Dirac techniquark sector. Thus we adopt the following estimate for the

total value of S in the Majorana case:

S = (0:04 + 0:1NC)NTC + SM : (19)

In the case of TM , a non-perturbative estimate [36] is apparently similar to the

perturbative one above, which we use in our analysis (T = TM ; U = UM ).
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Concerning the evaluation of the Z ! �bb vertex in TC models, one should take

both ETC vector boson and pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson (PNGB) exchange into

account. The main contribution, which comes from exchange of those ETC bosons

causing fermion-technifermion transitions, is approximately given by [37]:

10
3 � ��b ' �24�2(mt=170 GeV) (20)

where � is a Clebsch-Gordan coe�cient that must be of order unity. In addition,

there is a correction of similar form [38], coming from ETC bosons diagonally in-

teracting with techni- and ordinary fermions. It is estimated to change � by an

amount

�2 ! �2 +
4

(4�)
4

3

NCNTC

NTC + 1

(21)

if the technicolour group is SU(NTC) and the ETC group is SU(NTC + 1). Finally,

there is a further negative contribution to �b from charged PNGB exchange [39].

This shift, whose magnitude increases with both mt and NTC, ranges from a few

per mill (heavy PNGB spectrum) to a few per cent (light PNGB spectrum). In

comparing TC models with data, we assume that total TC contribution ��b is given

at least by Eq. (20) with � � 1=2, i.e. ��b <� �6� 10
�3
.

We are now equipped to compare the experimental values of the �i with the

above technicolour predictions. In making this comparison, we shall mention var-

ious possible modi�cations of the technicolour predictions that could reduce their

disagreement with experiment. Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1, but with the fol-

lowing changes. The projections of the ��2
= 1; 4 ellipsoids on the di�erent (�i; �j)

planes are both shown, and the stars representing the Born approximation have

been moved to corners of the planar projections, so as to display more clearly the

quadrants in which lie the technicolour predictions for the Dirac technineutrino case.

These are shown as arrays of dots corresponding to models obeying the constraints

100 GeV �ME � 600 GeV ; 50 GeV �MN �ME ; 1=2 � � : (22)

The arrows represent various possible modi�cations of these predictions that we

shall discuss in due course.
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Now we comment on the main results emerging from Fig. 2.

1) First we note that the Dirac technicolour model �ts the data considerably worse

than the SM. In most of the parameter space (22), �1 is too large, although it does

approach the ��2
= 1 ellipse ifMN 'ME. The value of �2 is also acceptable in this

limit, but we see from the (�1; �3) and (�2; �3) projections that the value of �3 is too

high in this limit. There are some Dirac technicolour models with small enough �3,

but these have disfavoured values of �1 and/or �2.

2) We also note that the value of �b is always too negative, indeed considerably

worse than in the SM. Just how much worse depends on the model's value of �:

a model with � = 1=3 would be only slightly worse than the SM, whereas a model

with � = 1 would not even appear on our restricted planar projections.

3) We now comment on the arrows in Fig. 2: these represent possible modi�ca-

tions of the above predictions in variants of technicolour models, with a particular

emphasis on those contributions which appear more reliable and/or motivated (bold

arrows). The bold arrow labelled TQ recalls that �1 is expected to increase rapidly

with techniquark splitting MU > MD in a variety of TC realizations [15, 40], wors-

ening the consistency with experiments. The bold arrow labelled B emphasizes that

the additional bosonic contributions [38, 39] to �b also worsen the discrepancy with

experiment. The thinner arrows labelled B remind the reader that ad hoc bosonic

e�ects may either increase or decrease the value of �3, for example if technifermions

are non-degenerate [41, 42] or depending on the masses of the �T and !T [43], or

provide a welcome possible decrease in �1 [41]. The thin arrow labelled NC draws at-

tention to the very welcome (but more exotic) possibility that �b could be decreased

in non-commuting ETC models [44]. It is apparent from Fig. 2 that both this and a

decrease in �3 due to bosonic corrections would be needed to bring the Dirac model

into agreement with experiment.

Figure 3 presents a parallel analysis of models with a Majorana technineutrino.

It is apparent that such models may fare better than the Dirac models in �gure 2,

though still worse than the SM. The main reason for this is that eqs. (13), (14) allow

a simultaneous reduction in �1 and �3. As we discuss later, this even allows scope

for MU > MD, which is essentially impossible in the Dirac model. Although the
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formal expressions for �2 and �3 di�er from those in the Dirac model, they are still

strongly correlated. In particular, it is still true that either �2 or �3 may fall within

the experimentally acceptable range, but not both simultaneously. As in Fig. 2,

the arrows in Fig. 3 represent possible modi�cations of the standard technicolour

calculations used up to now. The bold arrow labelled TQ reminds again the reader

of the feature that non-degenerate techniquarks would increase �1. The bold arrows

labelled WTC-SETC recall that �b can be reduced in certain walking [45] and strong

extended [46] technicolour models. WTC models may also either increase or decrease

the value of �3 [34], and/or decrease �1 [47], but these e�ect are quite uncertain (thin

WTC arrows). The former property could be used to reconcile such a technicolour

model with the experimental constraint in the (�2; �3) plane.

We emphasize that the arrows in Figs. 2, 3 all apply to both the Dirac and

Majorana technineutrino models: it is only for graphical convenience that they were

displayed separately. Of course, the desirability of such a modi�cation depends on

the scenario studied.

How signi�cant is the disfavour with which the data view these technicolour

models? We attempt an answer in Fig. 4, which displays contours of equal � �
q
��2

in the (ME; MN ) planes for the Dirac and Majorana models. In this �gure, (a) and

(b) refer to the cases studied above in whichMU =MD, whereas (c) and (d) consider

the possibility that MU > MD, in such a way that they contribute
3
0:01 to �1.

We �rst consider the two sub�gures (a), (b). It can be seen that both the

Dirac and Majorana models have � >� 4:5, although the preferred values of ME;MN

are rather di�erent. The Dirac model (a) prefers a \moderate" mass splitting

ME �MN ' 80 GeV, whereas the Majorana model (b) favours ME �MN . If we

now add 0.01 to �1, as a representative e�ect of MU > MD, then the values of �

in the Dirac model increase by about 4 units, and ME 'MN is required to avoid

further positive contributions to �1, as it is evident in (c). Conversely, in the Ma-

jorana model (d) it is still possible to �t the increased value of �1 at � 5� level.

We have assumed � = 1=2 throughout Figure 4: decreasing � to 1=3 would reduce �

by about one unit, whilst increasing � to 1 would increase � by about 4 units. We

3Note that forMU�MD ' mt a simple perturbative estimate would give an unacceptably large

contribution ��1 ' 0:024.
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have not exhibited the region of the (ME;MN ) plane with inverted mass splitting

ME < MN : in this region � >� 7 in the Dirac case, and >� 5 in the Majorana case,

with the minimum being reached for unacceptably small values of ME.

Let us draw now our conclusions. We have seen in this paper that even the

minimal technicolour models, with NTC = 2 and just one technigeneration, have

di�culties obtaining computable radiative corrections ��i that are small enough

to accommodate the precision electroweak data and mt = 170 GeV, without �ne

tuning and ad hoc assumptions. Existence proofs have been produced [48], but

these exploit the fact that experiment allows relatively large values of S, T and U if

additional parameters V , W and X are left free, whereas models generally predict

small values of V and X. It should also be noted that we have not addressed the

additional experimental constraints on FCNC, nor attempted to impose uni�cation

of the coupling strengths in TC models [49], which could be a source of additional

problems. We �nally note that some authors have recently proposed that CDF

may be seeing an unexpectedly high �tt production cross-section [23] as a result of a

direct-channel colour-octet bosonic resonance [50]. If true, this should be taken as

an extra constraint on TC model-building, but the upper limit on the �tt cross-section

announced by D0 [51] disfavours this interpretation in any case.

The ad hoc assumptions required to reconcile TC models with experimentmust

be weighed against its natural advantages. This is in contrast with the MSSM, which

is consistent with precision electroweak data and grand uni�cation [52] (as well as

with FCNC constraints) in a variety of realizations. It must be noted that also �tt

condensate models, predicting mt
>� 220 GeV with the most favourable (highest)

scale of new physics [2], are now ruled out at more than 3 standard deviation level

by the CDF kinematic �t of mt, as well as precision electroweak measurements. It is

thus evident that present experimental data do not support composite Higgs models

and clearly favour elementary Higgses as in the SM and its supersymmetric exten-

sion. This gives us more con�dence in the possibility of estimating the elementary

Higgs boson mass from precision electroweak data [8], while waiting hopefully for

its discovery at LEPII or the LHC.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Projections of the four-dimensional space (�1; �2; �3; �b) on the six planes

(�i; �j), showing the Born approximation (indicated by a star), the projections of the

��2
= 1 ellipsoid favoured by precision electroweak data (indicated by solid ellipses),

and the regions spanned in the SM for 140 GeV < mt < 200 GeV, 60 GeV < MH <

1000 GeV. Intermediate values in the SM \grid" correspond to mt = 160; 180 GeV

and MH = 140; 400 GeV. The dotted lines connect di�erent projections involving

the same �i. Note that the data lie far from the Born approximation, but are

compatible with the SM, with the possible exception of �b.

Fig. 2: Comparison of the Born approximation (stars), projections of the ��2
=

1; 4 ellipsoid (solid ellipses), the SM (grid) and the predictions of a one-generation

TC model with NTC = 2, a Dirac technineutrino,MU =MD, 100 GeV < ME < 600

GeV, 50 GeV < MN < ME and � > 1=2 (scattered dots). The TC predictions are

added to the SM radiative corrections, using the reference values mt = 170 GeV

and MH = MZ. Note that the TC predictions are further than the SM from the

experimental data. The bold arrows labelled TQ and B indicate possible shifts in

the TC predictions of de�nite sign, and the other (thin) arrows labelled B and NC

indicate shifts that are less certain, as discussed in the text.

Fig. 3: As for Fig. 2, but with the corresponding predictions of a one-generation

TC model with a Majorana technineutrino. The bold arrows labelled TQ and WTC-

SETC indicate possible shifts of de�nite sign, and the other (thin) arrows labelled

WTC indicate shifts that are less certain, as discussed in the text. The two sets of

arrows in Figs. 1, 2 could be interchanged | they are not speci�c to the technineu-

trino being Dirac or Majorana.

Fig. 4: Contours of � �
q
��2

for one-generation models with either Dirac tech-

nineutrinos (a), (b) or Majorana technineutrino (c), (d). Note that � >� 4:5 in

all of the TC parameter space, to be compared with � = 2:6 in the SM at the

reference point (mt = 170 GeV; MH = MZ). In the case of techniquark mass de-

generacy (MU = MD), the Dirac and Majorana models �ts are comparable; in the

case MU > MD, however, the Dirac model becomes highly disfavoured. In all cases

� = 1=2 is assumed. See the text for details.
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